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How To Become A Crypto Millionaire!

Discover The Most Powerful Strategy For Achieving Accelerated Financial Freedom

Old World Finance is Dead!
The banking and finance industry may not realise it yet, but with the advent of Bitcoin and
the emergence of cryptocurrencies, the death-knell of traditional financial services has
already been sounded.
During the next few years Bitcoin and its underlying Blockchain technology will disrupt the
entire financial industry in ways we cannot yet completely understand or predict.
But what we do know, is that those who recognised the potential back in 2010 and invested
in this nascent technology - when Bitcoin had its first market price of just 6 cents - have been
handsomely rewarded for their foresight!
Imagine if you had spent $1,000 buying Bitcoin back in August 2010, when it was only 6
cents a piece. By the time Bitcoin hit $600 you would have made 10,000 times your original
investment, or $10 million dollars! And a lot more at the current price.
Turning $1,000 into $10,000,000 is mind-boggling for sure, especially in such a short time.
But this is the nature of disruptive technologies and the profit potential they represent.
Relatively speaking, I came “late” to the party, buying my first bitcoins in July 2011 at the
princely sum of $6 each - which was already 100 times greater than 6 cents just a year
earlier. Since then of course, Bitcoin has continued to defy its detractors, those who have
proclaimed it “dead” dozens of times, by continuing its rapid growth.
Now, all this can be quite depressing if you believe you “missed the boat” for this particular
opportunity. And I personally know of many people who have expressed how they wished
they had heeded my advice to buy some Bitcoin back in 2011, and who feel they have
missed a “once in a lifetime opportunity”.
However, the truth is Bitcoin has a long way to go, with many well-informed commentators
and analysts suggesting it could rise as high as $100,000 to $500,000 per coin in the years to
come, or even more. So there is still plenty of room to grow and financial gain to be had.
For example, if you purchased two bitcoins today at $5,000 each and its price rose to
$100,000 in the next few years, your $10,000 investment would be worth 20 times more, or
$200,000. But what if the price rose to $500,000 or 100 times more? How and where else is
it possible to become a millionaire in a few short years, starting with only $10,000?
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What if Bitcoin rose to $1,000,000 instead? In that case even the purchase of a single Bitcoin
would yield $1 million. So ask yourself, would you want to miss out on such an opportunity
and look back in a few years, kicking yourself for not taking action?
Now you are probably thinking: “It cannot be possible for Bitcoin to rise that much in price!
The whole idea is too risky and based on too optimistic a scenario.”
Yes there is risk. No one knows for sure what Bitcoin will be worth in the future, but there are
plenty of use-cases and scenarios that make such predictions possible. And when it comes to
risk you always have to look at the potential reward and consider if the risk is worth taking.
And in my view, risking $1,000 for a $100,000 gain would be well worth it. So the question
is, under what conditions could Bitcoin be worth $100,000 to $1,000,000?
Predicting future prices must take into account the fact Bitcoin has a limited supply of just 21
million coins, with each one divisible by 8 decimal places. This is one of the reasons Bitcoin
is often referred to as “Gold 2”, meaning its scarcity drives up the price when demand rises.
And why would demand rise? There are many reasons, including the following:
Currency Debasement: To fully grasp the scale of this you only need to remember what
things used to cost when you were young. It’s not that prices have risen since then, rather that
money has become worth less. And when money loses value rapidly things can get out of
hand, like in Venezuela where the population is being impoverished by hyperinflation.
Economic Crisis: There is plenty of evidence we are in for another economic shock in the
not-too-distant future, which many commentators believe will make the 2008 financial crash
look like a picnic. Whenever there has been a major crash in the past, people have always
turned to gold as a safe haven. Bitcoin has already established a similar safe haven status.
Political Instability: The world we live in is increasingly fragile as the old order is being
challenged and overturned at an increasing pace. Witness the turmoil caused by the UK’s
Brexit vote or the emergence of President Trump in the USA. Such political shocks cause
nervousness and concern in global markets and once again drives money to safe havens.
World War: Nothing causes panic and mayhem in financial markets more than war. The
danger we face today is the real possibility of a war breaking out between major nuclear
armed nations. Such an event would have a massive impact on every single person on this
planet and have a catastrophic effect on global markets. Bitcoin would surely rise.
War on Cash: It’s an open secret that developed nations want to abolish cash. Their reasons
include such things as being more efficient, fighting criminality and terrorism, and of course
eliminating tax evasion. Trouble is, without cash the only place you can keep your money is
in the bank! And while banks were considered trustworthy and safe in the past, this is no
longer the case. As an alternative digital cash, Bitcoin’s price will certainly rise as a result.
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All of the events listed above will cause people to seek a financial safe haven, which has
traditionally been gold and silver. However Bitcoin, as “Gold 2”, has many features that gold
lacks, including being easily transportable, transferable online, easy to transact with, very
secure with a high level of privacy, and of course the aforementioned store of value quality as
a result of its strictly limited supply. As a result, Bitcoin’s price would clearly increase as a
result of such events. And to get some idea as to how much, consider the following.
The total value of gold in the world is approximately $8.2 trillion, based on this data. That’s a
really big number, as a trillion is 1,000 billion and a billion is 1,000 million. So to write a
trillion as a number requires 12 zeros - or 1,000,000,000,000.
If Bitcoin were to capture just 10% of the existing gold market by 2020, the total value of
Bitcoin would be $800 billion. By then there will be 18 million bitcoins in circulation, so the
value of each one would be $44,000 in this example. And if Bitcoin captured 20% of the
gold market, then this safe haven use case alone could drive the price up to $88,000.
The truth is, there are multiple use-cases for Bitcoin and a gold-like safe haven asset is just
one of them. For consider the following:
Global Remittances: This is a big one and ripe for full-on Bitcoin adoption. The total value of
global remittances - people sending money back to their home country - is $585 billion per
year. The top four countries for global remittance volume are China at $54.9 billion, the
Philippines at $26.7 billion, France at $23.3 billion, and Mexico at $23 billion.
Global Unbanked: There are 2.5 billion people on this planet who are “unbanked”, without
access to traditional financial services. But they virtually all have mobile phones! Technology
can enable such people to leapfrog over the “old” banking industry and adopt Bitcoin, giving
them immediate access to the whole world.
Global Gambling: This is another perfect “fit” for Bitcoin, due to the difficulty those in the
gambling businesses have with traditional financial services. The global legal market alone is
estimated to be $700 billion a year, while the illegal market, including sports betting, is up to
a staggering $3 trillion!
Global Drugs Market: One of the obvious consequences of drug prohibition policy in most
countries of the world is the massive illegal drugs market, which has an estimated value of $4
trillion - a huge number. Once again, Bitcoin offers users an alternative and more private way
to pay for it all.
While some of the above additional global markets may be unsavoury to many people, one
cannot ignore the fact they exist and that Bitcoin could become the payment method of
choice for many of the people involved - pushing demand for Bitcoin even higher.
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When you do the numbers on both “safe haven” and the additional use cases above, it’s not
hard to imagine the future value Bitcoin being $100,000 and more. But there is another way
to look at it, and that’s to consider the simple fact more and more people are becoming
involved in Bitcoin for a variety of reasons - including for financial privacy, investment and
the potential of a truly global non-government currency. Whatever the reason, ordinary folk
are moving into Bitcoin at an ever-increasing rate. And at some point in the future this
gradual migration to “better money” could turn into a stampede towards mass adoption!
Consider this: There are 7.5 billion people in the world. If only 10% of them, or 750 million,
held an equal amount of Bitcoin based on a maximum supply of 21 million coins, then each
person would own just 0.028 Bitcoin. That would equal $28 for every $1,000 of Bitcoin’s
price. For example, if one Bitcoin was $5,000 then each person could hold only $140 worth.
So if those same people wanted to invest an average of 20 times more or $2,800, the Bitcoin
price would also need to be 20 times more, or $100,000, to accommodate such demand.
If you add up all the quoted values of the different global markets listed here, you will soon
realise that Bitcoin can indeed become a major financial force, with a price far in excess of
what we see today. So even though many people think they have “missed the boat” and that
Bitcoin is already too expensive, the truth is they haven’t, and it isn’t!

An Early Adopter Opportunity You Won’t Want to Miss
While it’s true that early adopters of Bitcoin stand to gain big returns due to their foresight,
the opportunity for such huge financial gains certainly doesn’t end with Bitcoin. The fact is, it
has opened the door to limitless innovation in the crypto technology field, leading to a
plethora of other cryptocurrencies that could be highly profitable in the future
Let me give you just one example. I have identified a potentially world-changing crypto
technology with significant disruptive potential, which is still in pre-beta development and
effectively under the radar. And the good news is, right now it can be purchased for a few
cents per coin. Given what you now know of Bitcoin’s own history and potential, wouldn’t
you want to know about this new crypto and have the opportunity to invest in it?
Well, that’s what I have done. You see, over the past 24 months or so I have been following
its development and believe it could have a big global impact. When I first heard of it and
read the “white paper” my mind was all a buzz, because I knew I was looking at something
potentially just as big as Bitcoin, but in a different but equally important technological sector.
So I immediately purchased 50,000 crypto-coins for just 1.5 cents each.
Since then I have purchased a lot more and have been following progress with great interest,
taking part in test-net trials and getting a hands-on feel for what this technology is capable of.
And let me tell you, if this succeeds the way I believe it can, then there’s a genuine earlyadopter opportunity here - one which could pay off handsomely in the near future!
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Right now this particular technology is still in pre-beta release, meaning it’s not ready for
prime time just yet. But during the next few months a series of public alpha versions are
being released, to be followed by public beta versions - before the full final release.
For those who are fortunate enough to learn about this particular technology and its potential
disruptive impact on society, before it hits the mainstream, there is a unique opportunity to
make huge financial gains - if you act now.
At the time of writing this report, the current price of this cryptocurrency is around 30 cents,
which is already 20x what I originally paid for it. But I believe this could rise 10x to $3.00
within the next 6 months and up to 100x in the next 18 months - for a medium term target
price of $30.
In other words, even $1,000 invested in this crypto now could yield up to 100x or $100,000
within a relatively short period of time. And just as easily, $10,000 invested now could yield
$1,000,000 in the same timeframe.
Of course, its price could rise even higher with a successful public launch, speculative
interest and growing adoption over time. And given what I know about this project, a 2-3
year price target could conceivably be in the range of $50 to $100.

The Crypto Wealth Revolution
Bitcoin and its underlying blockchain technology has opened a pandora’s box of possibilities
which are now starting to make a disruptive impact on the world of finance, business and
investment. These crypto technologies and their respective cryptocurrencies represent a
completely new asset class and a whole new type of investment opportunity.
Just consider Bitcoin. What is it exactly? Is it money or currency? Is it like a stock? Or is it an
asset like gold? The truth is, it has qualities similar to all three. Like an asset it can grow in
value. Like money it can be used for transactions. And like a stock its price is determined by
the fundamental value of the underlying technology. In other words, Bitcoin defies traditional
classification.
Bitcoin has also brought into being the concept of “permission-less innovation” - a space
where anyone can innovate without permission. The end result is that anyone, anywhere on
the planet can come up with new ideas, develop new software, to create products and
services that offer a new level of value to the marketplace.
We are witnessing the implementation of disruptive technologies - trustless, peer-to-peer
systems and decentralised applications that eliminate the need for middlemen. For example,
there is Ethereum which provides a platform for creating “smart contracts” - contracts which
can be enforced by code rather than law.
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There’s Augur which is creating a prediction market where people can bet on the outcome of
literally anything, and where the results are used to publish odds of something happening or
not - a technology which is considered to be far superior to market research.
Then there’s Steem, a crypto-powered publishing platform which enables authors of various
types of original content to receive compensation from readers and users, based on the user’s
rating of such content.
This is just the tip of the iceberg, as there are over 1170 cryptocurrencies listed on Coin
Market Cap. Sure, most of them are virtually useless and have no future. But some of them
represent cutting edge ideas and use-cases. And if you know how to evaluate them and pick
winners you could earn 10x, 20x and even 50x your money in a very short period of time.
All of these cryptos trade on a 24/7 marketplace like the world has never seen, a market that
never sleeps, one that’s free of the dead hand of state power and regulation. As a result we’re
seeing a boom in innovation, investment and trading, similar to what was witnessed during
the heady dot-com days of the early internet. And just like back then, people who are
informed and involved are making fortunes at break-neck speed.
Yes, of course there is risk, but there are also massive opportunities that you don’t want to
miss out on. The sort of opportunities that only come along once in a lifetime.

The Million Dollar Question
So the question you should be seriously asking yourself is, “How can I get a piece of this
action and give myself the chance to become a crypto millionaire?”
In this report I have outlined how it’s possible to dramatically improve your financial situation
by understanding and acting on future trends now, in order to profit later. I have proven this
early adopter strategy myself with my own early move on Bitcoin - a decision I’m always
glad I made! The fact is, there’s a new world emerging before our eyes, and for those who
can see and understand this and have access to the right information, there are exciting
opportunities available to achieve accelerated financial freedom.
It’s no longer useful or even wise to follow “old” financial and investment advice. The world
is changing too fast, and what worked in the past is not working so well any more. We are on
the brink of such massive social and economic change that it’s like being on a new frontier with all the profitable opportunities that such change can bring.
The key to benefiting from this new reality is to be fully informed - to have a plan of action
for securing your financial future in this fast-changing world. And that’s the purpose of this
report, to introduce you to a powerful information and strategy resource for achieving just
that - the Crypto Wealth Blueprint.
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The Crypto Wealth Blueprint
As a passionate early adopter of Bitcoin since 2011, I’ve closely followed developments in
the cryptocurrency space, written various reports and recorded numerous videos on the
subject for my YouTube channel. And as a result, I decided to use my knowledge and
experience to provide a unique information resource for those who want to take advantage of
this exciting technology to secure their own financial future.
I call it the Crypto Wealth Blueprint - a step-by-step action plan and consultancy service that,
if followed, could make you a crypto millionaire in the next few years. It reveals everything
you need to know - by way of educational modules, insightful reports, ongoing commentary,
video tutorials and a discussion forum - in order to achieve accelerated financial freedom
and dramatically change your financial future. The Blueprint includes the following:
How to Get Started With Bitcoin: The most difficult thing to do with regards Bitcoin is
simply get started, to overcome inertia and have the courage to step out into a new world
and liberating financial experience. I have written a series of additional reports and recorded
step-by-step videos that will ensure you get started right, avoid any pitfalls and lay a good
foundation for your future financial success. You will learn how best to purchase Bitcoin,
how to store it safely, and how to spend it with ease when you need or want to.
How to Earn Bitcoin: You can buy Bitcoin of course, and I most certainly recommend doing
so. If it goes up 100x over the next several years then $10K invested now could turn into a
cool $1 million! However not everybody has or wants to risk $10,000. That’s where earning
Bitcoin becomes an attractive option. The Crypto Wealth Blueprint includes information on
various ways you can earn Bitcoin and build your crypto wealth.
How to Become an Expert in All Things Crypto: With unlimited access to the Crypto Wealth
Blueprint you’ll have all the educational resources and strategies necessary to master Bitcoin
and other cryptos. You’ll also have direct access to me as your personal consultant and
benefit from the accumulated knowledge and experience I have gained since 2011. You’ll be
able use our member forum to ask me questions and get answers on any matter related to
Bitcoin and crypto in general. I typically charge $300/hour for personal consultations, but
you’ll get unlimited access to me for the one-time CWB purchase price!
How to Profit From Early Adopter Opportunities: The very early adopter phase of Bitcoin
has passed, but if you follow the Bitcoin accumulation strategy outlined in the Crypto Wealth
Blueprint you could still multiply your money up to 10x over the next couple of years, and
even more in the longer term. However, one of the crypto-technologies discussed in the
Blueprint offers a unique early adopter opportunity which could multiply your money up to
100x. It reveals what this new cryptocurrency is, the underlying technology that supports it,
and how to buy and store it securely. The fact this cryptocurrency is only cents at present
means you could turn a modest sum of money into something truly life changing.
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Free Bitcoin Bonus
When you purchase unlimited access to the Crypto Wealth Blueprint you not only receive all
the benefits and resources already outlined, but also something tangible, profitable and
immediately useable - US$50 worth of free Bitcoin! What’s more, following Bitcoin’s
historical price trend over the past couple of years, this bonus will likely grow in value over
the next couple of years to fully pay for your CWB membership!
The fact is, while it’s fascinating to research Bitcoin, talk about it, debate and question it,
nothing beats actually having it in your possession in order to fully understand it. Why?
Because it’s when you use it that you finally “get it” and realise the huge potential of this
revolutionary form of money. As a result, I put owning it as the most important first step.
However, many people are intimidated by the prospect of actually buying it when first getting
started. Where to buy it? How to buy it? How much to pay for it? That’s where the Bitcoin
Bonus comes in, as it ensures all CWB members have some Bitcoin at their disposal without
having to jump through onerous hoops - like the KYC and AML requirements of most trading
exchanges.
You’ll find the information on how to get your Bitcoin Bonus in the “Quick Start” section of
our member area, after you first login. You’ll also be shown how to get setup with a quick
and easy wallet, if you don’t already have one, so you can receive the bonus.
To receive it you simply enter your details and Bitcoin receiving address in the claim form
provided in our member area and submit, along with confirmation that you are fully satisfied
with our service and will not request a refund in the future. Your request will then be
processed and the Bitcoin sent your wallet within 24 hours.
But that’s not all. You will also receive additional information on how you can leverage your
free Bitcoin and start earning a daily Bitcoin income, so you can grow that initial Bitcoin into
something even more - if you choose. Or you can simply hold it and watch it grow in value
over time.
So if you’re motivated to get started on the road to achieving accelerated financial freedom by learning all about Bitcoin and other cryptos, and how to profit from them - then I urge you
to make a positive decision and change your life for the better.
If this is you, then check out the following summary of benefits available within the Crypto
Wealth Blueprint and get started on this exciting journey today.
Remember, fortune favours those who act!
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Summary of CWB Benefits
You get unlimited access to the Crypto Wealth Blueprint for a one-time payment only, with no
recurring or monthly fees. You’ll be able to login to the private member area and make use of
all the information resources available, including:
The Blueprint: This consists of eight educational and strategy modules covering the
following topics: Bitcoin Basics - what it is, how it works, the Blockchain, the mining
process; Bitcoin Usage - how to buy it, store it, sell it and spend it; Bitcoin Profits - unique
opportunities to earn it; Bitcoin Resources - recommended wallets, debit cards, exchanges
and other related services; The Crypto Economy - how to understand and profit from it;
Crypto Investing - how to evaluate opportunities and pick potential winners; Crypto
Scams - how to spot and avoid scams and money games; Crypto Freedom - how the rise
of crypto technologies will deliver more freedom and wealth. Each module consists
lessons which are delivered via step-by-step video instruction and text commentary.
Strategic Action Reports: These explain how to get started in Bitcoin, its revolutionary
nature and potential, advanced crypto banking strategies, and our hot pick early adopter
crypto opportunity, which could deliver up to a 100x gain in the next couple of years. All
reports are downloadable in PDF and ePub format.
Weekly Intelligence Update: Each week you’ll receive a private members-only newsletter
- The CWB Report - which includes my personal commentary and insights into the
cryptocurrency world, summary of the latest and crypto happenings, and a digest of the
most popular discussion topics within our member forum, so you don’t miss anything.
Bitcoin Bonus: This will put Bitcoin directly into your own wallet - a US$50 value
immediate “cash” deposit which you can use however you like, or use with the
information provided to generate a daily Bitcoin income. You’ll be able to claim this
bonus as soon as you’ve logged into the CWB member area for the first time.
Consultancy Service: This gives you the opportunity to ask questions and seek advice on
anything related to Bitcoin and crypto, and receive my personal answers via our private
member forum. Take advantage of my knowledge and experience to fast-track your own
understanding and involvement.
With the Crypto Wealth Blueprint you’ll be able to tap into all the knowledge, resources,
tools and profitable opportunities you need to dramatically improve your financial status. So I
urge you to take decisive action today, jump on this once-in-a-lifetime opportunity and get
started on the road to Crypto Millionaire status!

Check Out The Full Overview And Access The Crypto Wealth Blueprint Now!
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A Personal Note From David MacGregor
The Crypto Wealth Blueprint is a labour of love and the end result of my personal journey
towards greater financial freedom. It was created as a result of my ongoing passion for
Bitcoin, the crypto revolution, and the future of freedom it promises. My primary goal in
creating it was not to simply generate a source of income for myself - because the truth is I
don’t need to work at all - but rather to help other motivated individuals understand the huge
potential of Bitcoin and other cryptos and how to benefit and profit from it.
In the near future there are going to be hundreds of thousands of people who look back with
regret thinking, “I wish I had known more about Bitcoin back then, and been able to take
advantage of the huge financial gains it has bought to early adopters.” Well, I don’t want you
to be one of those people! And the only way to prevent such a situation is to make sure you
have the opportunity to fully understand and benefit from Bitcoin and the crypto revolution
now - not later.
If you say “yes” to this opportunity, I will kick-start your Bitcoin experience by giving you
US$50 worth of Bitcoin for free, as a bonus payable directly to your own wallet - along with
information on how you can leverage it into a daily income. And if you’d like to earn more
you can take advantage of our member-only affiliate opportunity to earn commissions that
can be withdrawn as Bitcoin. As an affiliate you will have a full-featured back office with
reporting, statistics, various marketing resources and your own personalised referral link
which points to the free report.
The crypto technology revolution is here and now. Don’t miss the boat and look back in a
few years time, only to regret not taking action when you had the opportunity! I personally
know of many people who have gotten my recommendations to buy Bitcoin since back in
2011, and their common response to me is always something like: “I wish I had taken your
advice back then and bought some!”
And if you’re thinking you’re too late, that the train has left the station, then just ask yourself
how you will feel when Bitcoin reaches $20,000, $50,000, $100,000 and beyond. The fact
is, the best time to get involved in Bitcoin is right now! However, it’s also important to keep
in mind that all crypto investing carries some risk, that the market is very volatile, and that
you should never use money you cannot afford to lose.
To your financial freedom

Check Out The Full Overview And Access The Crypto Wealth Blueprint Now!
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